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1. INTRODUCTION
   
  It is important to analysis the evacuation routes and 
areas based on the calculation results of the probability 
of rubble flow (hereafter, PRF) and probability of 
street blockade (hereafter, PSB). These calculation 
results, it is possible to analyze the accessible area of 
the emergency vehicle. We must consider the 
evacuation routes the event of a disaster and provide 
civil information to residents. In this study, we 
analysed the safety of temporary evacuation areas 
where it contain the high value of PRF and PSB.

2. Methodology

2.1 Study model area

  Our study model area is the whole of 
Hizenhamasyuku located in Kashima city, Saga 
prefecture, Japan. The boundry of the area we use is 
described in a survey report of Preservations District 
of Traditional Buildings for Hizenhamsyuku [1]. The 
town is partially preserved with two important 
preservation districts of traditional buildings. At the 
bottom of this target area, active fault called “Sae” 
fault (the maximum seismic intensity is 6-plus) exists.

2.2 Calculation of PRF and PSB

  We calculate using PRF and PSB to analyse the 
safety of the temporary evacuation area. Based on the 
height of the building, we will calculate the width of 
rubble flow. This result of PRF considered from the 
collapse probability of earthquake. Finally, We analyse 
the overlap of PRF. The result is PSB.

2.3 The safety of temporary evacuation areas

  In this study area, resident don’t want seismic 
strengthening because they want to protect the 
historical town feature. If they use seismic 
strengthening, it is possible to discourage historic 
atmosphere. From this reason, we must consider 
appropriate disaster prevention approach. In this study, 
we propose the placement of temporary evacuation 
areas as the preservation method.

3. Analysis of temporary evacuation areas

3.1 Problem of the study area with disaster

  When we revealed the result of PSB and PRF, it’s 
difficult for us to find safer evacuation routes in this 
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study area. There are two problems when earthquake 
occurs. One is older houses with wooden. There are 
many historical houses which were built before 1980 
with wooden in this area. Their structure is vulnerable 
to withstand an earthquake. Another one is historical 
narrow streets. Residents unable to use narrow streets 
as evacuation streets, because of the value of PRF and 
PSB is high.

3.2 Placement of temporary evacuation areas

  We want temporary evacuation areas like open space 
to locate along historic narrow streets. So we should 
consider expansion of evacuation streets and safety 
routes to designated evacuation areas. In this study, we 
propose temporary evacuation areas as preservation 
design. Temporary evacuation areas have two 
functions. First, when earthquake occurs, residents go 
there. After they stay there safety until finishing the 
strong seismic stopped, they go to designated 
evacuation areas. Second, temporary evacuation areas 
replace expansion of narrow evacuation street and 
preserve its historic feature. If temporary evacuation 
areas are effective in this study area, seismic 
strengthening is unnecessary for residents. The purpose 
of this papers is proving the effective of temporary 
evacuation areas in historical town for disaster.

4. Summary

  We calculated PRF of the whole area of 
Hizenhamasyuku, considering the Sae active fault that 
recently found near the area and structure of the 
traditional buildings. From these results, I reformed the 
analysis of evacuation routes and safe of temporary 
evacuation areas. In this paper, we analysed them 
based on the result of PFR and PSB. However, in this 

study stereoscopic issues excluded, further study is 
needed. We hope that the result of analysis the 
optimum evacuation routes for residents as well as fire 
rich in post-earthquake in the area. Additionally, the 
method of the analysis could be applied to the other 
traditional towns with local heritages.
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Figure 1. The result of PRF and PSB, temporary evacuation areas




